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NOTICING GRAMMAR IN INPUT:
AN EFFECT OF L2 INSTRUCTION
RABIA REDOUANE

Abstract
This study investigates the efficacy of instructional modifications
on both L2 learners' noticing and recall of targeted grammatical struc

tures, and on their comprehension of text content. Seventeen Ameri
can university students enrolled in low Intennediate L2 French class
participated in this study. Subjects were randomly assigned to two
conditions: Non-modified text and modified text. Data were collected

through comprehension and multiple-choice recall tasks. A significant
difference was found for input modification on L2 learners' recall of
grammatical structures and their comprehension of text content. The
findings provide empirical evidence that supports the importance of
exposing L2 learners to enhanced modified reading materials and to
modified input to faeilitate recall of linguistic structures and reading
comprehension. Pedagogical implications ofthis study will be addressed
at the end ofthis paper.

1. Theoretical Evidence
The claim that second language (L2) acquisition requires learners'
noticing, and attention to L2 Jinguistic features (Schmidt, 1990, 1993)
is the empirieal and theoretical basis for the need of instructional mo
difications such as textual manipulation. According to researeh, this
instructional modification is argued to be important because it helps
learners notice, recognize, recall linguistic and grammatical forms, and
retain them longer. Most importantly, it makes the input more com
prehensible to L2 learners (Leow, 1997). According to Krashen (1982,
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1985), cornprehensibi lity of input provides more linguistic information
to the learners' developing linguistic system. Because learners are not
overloaded with complicated input, they arc able to attend to gram
matical structures that may not he part of their developing grammars.
This comprehensibility of the input also facilitates and enhances better
comprehension of a text COOlent, in that learners are able to get more
passage information from the modified and enhanced input (Leo\v,
]993, ]997).
Many theoretical approaches to the role of attention to formal fea
tures in the input in second language acquisition have been advanced.
Among these are "consciousness-raising" by ShaI"\Vood Smith (19S [);
'"focus on fonn" approach by Long (1991); 'noticing hypothesis' by
Schmidt (1990, 1993); "model of input processing" by Tomlin and Villa
(1994); and 'model of the relationship between attention and memory'
by Robinson (1995). The underlying claim of all these theoretical
approaches is that "some form of attention is crucial in promoting
further processing of grammatical information in adult learners' L2
development" (Leow 1997, p.l52).
Focus on the formal characteristics oflanguage can be initiated not
only by providing negative feedback in the leaner output. but also by
making more salient grammatical forms in the input. (Sharwood Smith,
1993). ]n written mode, among the techniques employed to enhance
input in written text include input modification and manipulation which
have been given much importance and have been examined by various
researchers (e.g., Jourdenais, Ota, Stauffer, Boyson, & Doughty, 1995;
Leow 1993, 1995; Shook 1990, 1994 ). Input enhancement defined by
Lcow ( 1997):
as attempts to draw L2 learners' aUention (Q targeted forms in
the input by highlighting or making salient these fonns through
(he use of typographic manipulation (e.g., larger type sizes
and different typefaces) and typographic cues, (e.g., bolding.
colour shading and coding, underlining, and uppcrcasing etc.).
(p.167)
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Another type of textual manipulation advanced by Leow (1997)
is lexical, phonological or syntactic simplification and modification.
Further types of input enhancement are marg.inal glosses, multiple
choice marginal glosses (Watanabe 1997).
2. Review of Research Studies
A review ofrecent literature on instruetional modifications reflects
a considerable body ofrescarch that has addressed the effects of input
modification and manipulation on various L2 (e.g.. English, French and
Spanish) learners' acquisition and retention of grammatical forms, and
their comprehension oftext content. (e.g., .Iourdenais et al., 1995; leow,
1993, 1995, 1997a, 1997b, Shook, 1990, 1994, VanPattern, 1990; Wata
nabe, 1997; White, Spada, Lightbown & Ranla, 1991. etc.). For instance.
in the context of English, among the studies conducted is White et al.'~
study (1991) that investigated the effect of input enhancement on L2
learners' accuracy in question fonnation, that involved grade six ESL
francophone learners in two different conditions (input enhancement
eondition and uninstructed condition). Findings of this study revealed
that learners who were exposed to the input enhancement activities
significantly outperformed the uninstructed learners. Another study
directed to L2 English is Watanabe's (1997) that investigated the effects
of different ways of input modification namely appositives, single and
multiple-choice marginal glosses on ESL Japanese-speaking learners
processing of input, their initialleaming, and their retention afthe mcan
ing of target words in the text. Thc rcsults of this study indicated that
learners exposed to more than one type of input modification performed
signifieantly bcttcr than the oncs cxposed to non-modified input.

In the areas ofL2 French, one study worth mentioning is by Red
ouane (2004) which invcstigated the impaet of input enhancement and
text length on L2 French learners' comprehension of text content and
reeall and retention of the subjunctive. Findings of this study reveal
a signifieant difference beh>,'een subjects who were exposed to non
enhanced long text and those exposed to enhanced short text. Subjects
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exposed to input enhancement and simplification oftext length aehieved
higher comprehension ofthe content and recognized more subjunctive
forms contained in the written text than those who did not receive this
kind of input enhancement.
Among the research studies directed to Spanish, notable are Leow's
(1993) study involving 137 college-level students, and his (1995) study

involving 213 students in the first and fourth semester levels. Both
studies looked at the effeetiveness of input simplification on adult L2

Spanish learners' intake of Spanish present perfect and subjunctive
forms in both written and aural modes. In both studies, students were
assigned to one of the fOUf conditions (a simplified or unsimplified
text with the present perfect form, and a simplified or unsimplified text
with the subjunctive) and werc cxposed to written and aural input. No
significant effect of textual manipulation was found in both studics.
According to Leow (1997b):

reducing learners' cognitive demands to processing for mea
ning through simplification did not produce any significant
increase in their intake of the linguistie itcms contained in thc
input in either mode. (153)
Also, in Lcow's (1997b) study involving 84 nativc speakers of
English enrolled in the second semester of Spanish study, and inves
tigating the effects of both written input cnhanccment and text length
on these L2learners' eomprehension oftext content and their intake of
impersonal imperative Spanish forms. there was evidence supporting
the effectiveness of text length on reading comprehension but not on
intake of formal structures. However, therc was no significant main
effect for input enhancement on either eomprehension of the text or
intake of grammatical structures. Similarly, Shook in his (1990) study
found no signifieant difference between the three groups' performances
on a free written recall task that was designed to measure learners'
comprehension of the text content.
Contrary to these findings, Shook, in his (1994) study whieh inves
tigated the effects ofinput enhancement of grammatical information on
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125 second-and fourth-semester college-Ievelleamers' intake of both
Spanish present perfect and the relative pronouns (que and qUien), found
significant difference for input enhancement of grammatical fonns on
learners' intake and production of these grammatical structures between
the group ex.posed to enhanced/instructed condition, and the other two
groups exposed to enhanced/instructed and non-enhanced conditions.
The enhanced/instructed group which was instructed to pay attention to
the targete-d [OnTIS outperformed the other two groups in both tasks.
Furthennore, findings BY Jourdenais et al. (1995) also contradict
Leow's (1993. 1995) and Shook's (1990) studies. Jourdenais et aL's
study investigated the impact of typographic manipulation and typo
graphic cues (bold ing, shading, and underlining) on noticing tht: imper
feet and preterit forms in the written input. Ten college-level students
enrolled in a seeond-semester class were assigned to tv{O groups the
enhanccment group who received a text enhanced by underlying and
shading preterit fonns, and balding and underlining imperfect in the
written input, and the eomparison group who received non-enhanced
version of the text, and were given a written task where they had to
think aloud while performing it. The comparison of the performance
of the two groups reveals that the cnhancement group produced more
episodes related to selection and conjugation of the two fonns (the
preterit and imperfect) and more target grammatical structures on the
written task than the comparison group.
To sum up. these above-cited studies did investigate the issul: of
written input modification and manipulation on learners' recall and
intake of linguistie fonns and on comprehension of text content, and
presented conflicting findings.

3. Th. Study
I conductt':d this study in order to build upon previous research and to
provide fhrtber support to the findings ofa previous study about the im
pact of input enhancement on L2 French subjunctive fonns (Redouane,
2004). The main objective was to detennine the effects of written input
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modification on adult low intennediate L2 French learners' attention
and recaIJ of French passe compose and their comprehension of text
eontent. An intact class of 17 American university students enrolled in
Intermediate L2 French class participated in this study. Subjects were
randomly assigned to two conditions: 9 to non-modified text, and 8 to
modified text.
The research questions that guided this study were:
• Will learners exposed to modified input recall more passe
compose [anTIs eontained in the written text than learners exposed (0
non-modified text?
• Wilileamers exposed to modified input achieve higher compre
hension of the text eoutent than those exposed to non-modified text?
3.1. Methodology
The original French text was taken from the textbook Collage Va
rietes Culturelles, p.192. To address the effects of input modification,
beside the original version ofthe text (Appendix A), another version of
this text was prepared. The modified version (Appendix B) comprised
the original text with one difference: 12 instances of verbs in the passe
compose tense were holdcd and underlined.
To measure participant's level of text comprehension, 10 compre
hension questions were given to the participants (Appendix C). Because
production of the foreign language was not an issue in this study, par
ticipants were required to answer in English. To measure participants'
recall of these targeted past verbs in the input, a multiple-choice recall
task was given to the participants (Appendix D). There were 10 items
on this task taken from the text Participants were asked to fill the
blank in each sentence by the verb they judged appropriate and use
the correct past participle. This task comprised both the pre-test and
post-test with only one difference that the targeted verbs are presented
in different contexts. Students were asked to choose the correet verb
from four choices. The choices consist of other meanings, and in some
cases of distracters.
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One week before the experiment, partieipants completed a pre-test
designed to measure their grammatieal recognition of the passe compose
in French of different verbs. On the day afthe experiment, participants
in each group were given one of the two texts and were required to
read it at their own pace. When the participants finished reading the
texts, they had to answer the comprehension questions and complete
the multiple-choice recall task without the reading text in hand.
3.2. Data Analysis
To measure learners' recall of linguislic fonns provided in the input
and comprehension of text content, the mean seores of the tv.'o groups
obtained on the comprehension and multiple-choice recall tasks were
calculated. A two-way analysis of variance (ANOYA) was perfonned
on the raw scores obtained on the comprehension task and the mul
tiple-choice recall task respectively to measure the effects of textual
modification on learners' comprehension of text content and recall of
grammatical forms.

4. Findings and Discussion
Table 1 and Table 2 display the mean scores and standard deviations
for each group on the comprehension and on the pre-test and post-test
multiple-choice recall tasks. Findings of the comprehension task reveal
that the means of the modified text are higher than those of the noo
modified text. Participants who have been exposed to modified text
showed higher comprehension of the text content than the participants
who have been exposed to non-modified text. Also, in the recall task,
the modified group did better in the post-test than the group that was
exposed to non-modified text.
Table 1 : Means Scores and Standard Deviations for Each Group
on the Comprehension Task
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Group

Modified
Non-modified
Max imum seores= 10

M

SD

2.50
.889

1.054
1.309

Table 2: Means scores and Standard Deviations for Each group
on the Pre-test and Post-test Multiple-choice Recall Task

Group
Modified

M

SD

Pre-test

Post-test

6.62
1.30

9.12

5.77
1.64

6.66
1.36

0.99

n=8
Non-modified
M

SD
n~9

Maximum seores= 10

The results of the ANOVA on comprehension task (Table 3) revealed
that the main effect for the ted modification on recall and retention of
the targeted forms was significant (F [1, 17] = 5.24, p= .037.) Partici
pants exposed to the modified text did demonstrate better recall and
retention of the targeted fonns when compared to those exposed to
the non-modified text. Also, a significant main effect for input modi·
fication on comprehension of text content was revealed as statistically
significant. Students exposed to the modified version comprehended
significantly more ofthe content of the text when compared to students
exposed to the non-modified text.
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Table 3 : ANOVA Results OR the Recall Task
Source of

df
Squares

Sumo"
Square

Mean

F

p

variation
Group

1

9.353

9.353

5.24

.037'

Error

15

26.764

1.785

17
*p<.05
F

The two-way ANOYA perfonned on the scores on the pre-test and
the post-test recognition task revealed that the main effect for the text
modification was significant (F [I. 17] ~ 1.36, P ~ .026) (see Table
4). Subjects in the modified group showed an overall improvement in
performance on their post-test when eompared to their perfonnance on
the pre-test (6.62 vs. 912).
Table 4: ANOVA Results on Pre-test and Post-test the Recall Task

Source of
variation
Pre-test
Post-test
Error
n~ 17

·p<.05

df
Squares

Sum of
Square

Mean

F

p

3.040

1.36

.026'

25.595

3040
25.595

9.39

.007'

15

33.47

2.22
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Based on these results, the answer to the first research question that
asked whether learners exposed to input enhancement recognize morc
passe compose verbs contained in the written text than learners exposed
to non-modified text appears to be affirmative. Learners exposed to
the modified input seem to recognize more verbs when compared to
learners that were not exposed to these modified forms in the input.
Findings ofthis study corroborates findings reported in Shook's (1994),
Jourdenais et a1.'s (1995), and Redouane (2004) that input enhancement
promotes attention to and recall of targeted L2 forms in the input. But,
this significant effect of input modification on readers' intake contra
dicts findings reported in Leow's, (1993, 1995, 1997b) in which textual
manipulation ofthe input was not found to facilitate learners' intake of
the target linguistic forms.
The answer to the second question addressing ifleamers exposed to
input modification would achicve higher comprehension ofthe content
information than thosc exposed to non-modified input is also affirma
tive. Input modification does appear to have a significant impact on
learners' comprehension ofthc text content when eompared to learners
who did not receive this kind of input modification. In other words,
highlighting the verbs in the passe compose in the input through the
use of typographic cues, that is balding and undcrlining, did appear to
be effective in focusing readers' attention to these targeted forms to
comprehend the passage. This finding corroborates findings in previous
study by Redouane (2004) that looked at the efficacy of input enhance
ment on the acquisition of L2 French subjunctive forms and in which
it was found that learners who were exposed to either to enhanced or
enhanced and short texts recalled more subjunctive forms that those
who were exposed to non-enhanced long or short texts. However, this
finding runs eounterto Shook's (1990) and Leow's (1993, 1995, 1997b)
studies that found no main effect of input modification on L2 learners'
comprehension of text content. This discn.1Jancy
.
in findings with regard
to the effects of input modification and manipulation in attending to
more target linguistic and grammatical forms may be attributed accor
ding to Leow (1997b) 10:
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some variables that need to be considered and controlled,
such as the amount or level of reader's attention they pay to
the enhanced forms; the role of awareness while interaeling
with the input: the amount of exposure, and learners' level of
L2 proficiency. (180)
5. Pedagogical Implication of the study
This study makes informal pedagogical decisions on the selection
of specific types of reading materials. These latter consist of enhanced
modified written texts that may have effects on adult reading compre
hension and understanding oflinguistic items. This study has provided
empirieal evidence that supports the validity and efficaey of exposing
L2 learners to enhanced reading texts to facilitate their reading com
prehension and recall of pas.wi compose verbs contained in the input.
In selecting reading texts, teachers should take into consideration the
limited cognitive capacity of learners in the L2. They should also
choose contextualizing reading texts that present the grammatical point
or vocabulary in a specific context. Additionally, students should ma~
nipulate reading texts to ease readers' comprehension ofthe text, and to
allow them to attend to more grammatical forms before they fonnally
introduced in the class. In addition, teachers should teach students proc
ess-reading approaches that help them develop strategies for reading
eomprehension. Moreover, they should introduce the reading through
a suitable advance organizer.
6. Implication for Future Research
While findings of this present study seem to suggest that written
input enhancement has some positive impact on L2 leamers' noticing
the target grammatical fonns and their comprehension, they cannot
be generalized and need to be taken with some caution due to some
limitations and shortcomings. Some of these limitations are the small
sample of participants. This study involves only one class of 17 L2
French intermediate students divided in 2 groups. Additional research
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involving more than one class of L2 French intennediale students
is needed in order to attain a considerable sample of subjects, using
learners various levels of proficiency in L2. Research is also needed
to gather data from a variety of languages with similar or different
grammatical structures and rules to find out \lihether textual manipu
lation would work for most languages. Moreover, research is needed
to explore more grammatical structures in French. The target linguistic
item investigated here is restrieted only to the passe compose. Various
grammatical structures such as the impw./ait and the conditional should
be investigated to obtain a better view of optimal textual modification
for recall French grammatical structures and to add to the validity of
the conclusion. Further research is also needed to investigate this aspect
via other data collection instruments and methods in order to assess the
effects of different data collection methods on learners' performance.
7. Conclusion

This is the seeond empirical study by the researcher reporting the
effectiveness of input enhaneement on L2 French learners' noticing
French grammatical forms and on their comprehension oftext content.
This study contributes 10 the field ofresearch oftextual manipulation by
adding more empirical evidencc. It also addresses the praetieal aspects
ofwritten input enhancement in promoting comprehension, processing
and retaining targetcd fanns. More importantly, it provides teachers with
useful insights into the teaching of L2 French grammatical structures
through reading enhanced materials.
MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY
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APPENDIX A
TEXT: NON-MODIFIED VERSION
L' Acadie
Dc nos jours. Ie nom acadie designe les provinces canadiennes
maritimes: la Terre-Neuve, la Nouvelle-Ecosse, Ie Nouveau-Brunswick
et I'He du Prince-Edward. Qui sont les Acadiens? Ce sonl des Franyais
qui sont venus de France au debut du 17e siecle. Au COUTS de ce siec1e,
I' Acadie appartenait tantot aux Franyais, tantOt aux Anglais. Elle a
change de mains neuf fois en cent aus. Finalcment en 1713, I' Acadie
est passee de'finitivement SOllS 1a domination anglaise.
Peu apres, les Anglais ont reclame un pacte d'alliance avec les
Acadiens qui l'ont refi1Se car i1 fie contenait pas de elause stipulant qu 'jls
ne seraientjamais obliges de prendre les acmes cootre les Fram;ais. Par
consequent, en 1755,6500 Acadiens ont ete deportes aux Etats-Unis,
et en 1758-1759,3000 en Angleterre. La plupart des Acadiens qui ont
ete envoyes aux Etats-Unis se sont installes en Louisiane, une colonie
fran~aise a l'epoque. Beaucoup d'Acadiens qui sont disperses en Europe
ont regagne 1a Bretagne, en France.
AetueUement, Ie fram;ais n'est pas la langue officielle en Aca
die comme c' est Ie cas au Quebec. Som;ent, il n' y a ni ecole ni eglise
fran~aise. Dans certaines regions, la population acadienne s'anglicise
pour pouvoir suevivre economiquement. Sans un effort intense et tenace,
1a cause fran~aise sera perdue en Acadie.
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APPENDIX B
MODIFIED TEXT
INSTRUCTION:

Read the following article. While reading the article, focus on
comprehending the passage and on noticing the verbs that are BOLD
and UNDERLINED
L' Acadie

De nos jams, Ie nom Acadie designe les provinces canadiennes
maritimes: la Terre-Ncuve.la Nouvcllc-Ecosse, Ie Nouveau-Brunswick
et l'Ile du Prince-Edward. Qui sont les Acadiens? Ce sont des Franyais
qui soot venus de France au debut du 17c sieck Au cours de ce siecle,
l'Acadic appartenait tantot aux Fran((ais, tant6t flUX Anglais. Ellc i!
change de mains neuf fois en cent ans. Finalerncnt en 1713, l' Acadie
est nassee definitivement sous la domination anglaisc.
Peu apres, les Anglais out rfclame un pacte d'alliance avec
les Acadiens qui 1'0nt refuse car ii ne contenait pas de clause stipu~
Iant qu'ils ne seraient jamais obliges de prendre les amles contre Ies
Franyais. Par consequent, en 1755,6500 Acadiens oot ete deportes
aux Etats-Unis, et en I 758~ 1759, 3 000 en Angleterre. La plupart des
Acadiens qui ont etc envoyes aux Elats-Unis se sont iostalles en Loui
siane, une coLonie franyaise al' epoque. Beaucoup d' Acadiens qui soot
disperses en Europe oot regagne la Bretagne, en France.
Actuellement, Ie franyais n'est pas la langue of'ficielle en Acadie
comme c'est Ie cas au Quebec. Souvent, il n'y a ni ecole ni eglisc fran
vaisc. Dans certaines regions, la population acadienne s'anglicisc pour
pOU\ioir survivre economiquement. Sans un effort intense et tenace, Ia
cause franyaise sera perdue en Acadic.
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APPENDlXC
COMPREHENSION TASK
ANSWER THE TEN QUESTIONS
AFTER READING THE TEXT.
1. D'oo les Acadieus sant-jls venus?
2. Combicn de fois l'Acadie a t-elle change de mains?
3. QU'est-ce qui g'est passe en 1713?

4. Qu'est-ce que les Anglais ant reclame avec les Acadiens?
5. Pourquoi les Acadiens ont-jls refuse l'alliance avee les Anglais?
6. Quand les Auglais ont-ils deporte les Acadiens aux Etats-Unis?

7. Combien d'Acadiens ont eti: envoyes aux Etats-Unis?
8. Ou cst-ce que 1a plupart des Acadiens se sont installes aux Etats-Unis?

9. Dans queUe partie du rnonde les Acadiens ant-jls e16 disperses?
10. QueUe region en France les Acadiens ont-ils regagne?
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APPENDlXD
MULTIPLE CHOICE RECALL TASK
Fill the blanks with the right verb from the Jist provided to con
vey the same meaning in the text. Congugate the verb in the PASSE

COMPOSE.
1. Les Acadiens sont des Frantyais qui

~_

de France au debut

du 17e siecle.
a. revelllT

b. vivre
C. vemr
d. eovoyer
2. L' Acadie

de mains neuffois en eent aos.

a. charger
b. chercher
c. demander
d. changer
3. L'Acadie

definitivcment

a. rester
b. depasser
c. surprendre
d. passer

SOllS

la domination anglaise.
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4. Les Anglais _ _ un pacte d'alJiance avec les Acadicns.
a. proclamer
b. declarer
e. rec1arncr

d. recornmander
5. Les Aeadicns

cette alliance avec les Anglais.

a. refuser
b. diffuser
c. detlnir
d. refuter
6 500 Acadiens aux Etats-Unis.

6. On

a. porter
b. deportee
c. ernporter

d. apporter
7. On _ _ la plupart des Acadiens aux Etats-Unis .
a.

VOlT

b. envoyer
c. revoIr
d. renvoycr
8. La plupart des Acadiens _ _ en Louisiane.
a. instiller
b. installer
c. s'inslaHer
d. instaurcr
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9. Beaucoup d' Acadiens

en Europe.

a. pemer
b. dispenser
c. persecutcr
d. disperser
10. Beaucoup d' Acadicns
3.

rcgagner

b. gOllverner
c. gagner
d. garantir

1a Bretagnc.

